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Windows come in all shapes and sizes, so cleaning them can be a time consuming, arduous task if using traditional window cleaning tools. To get this task completed in a faster, safer and easier way, use the patented ProCurve System.

The ProCurve System features a squeegee/washer handle that rotates smoothly on the specially designed tapered fitting of the ProCurve extension pole. The curved design of the extension pole allows the user to accurately control the position of the tool for additional speed and ease of cleaning.

The ProCurve Window Cleaning System has distinct advantages over the traditional method of cleaning windows. With the ProCurve System you can clean windows from top to bottom without removing the squeegee handle from the extension pole, saving time and reducing stress in the user’s back and shoulders.

Easily wash windows of all sizes and shapes including solariums and atriums. Allows user to reach around any obstructions, such as, flowers, shrubs, statuary, etc.

The ProCurve System’s ergonomic design speeds the cleaning process and reduces fatigue.
**Pro-Curve®**

**Patented**

**Ergonomic** Window Cleaning Extension Pole

**Aluminum - Fluted Fiberglass**

- The aluminum slider and fiberglass handle combination ensures that extension poles are better balanced and more rigid when telescoped.
- Fluted round fiberglass handle and large rubber hand grip provide a better grip.
- Aluminum slider is anodized which prevents rust and provides a smoother extension.
- Curved design allows the user to accurately control the position of the tool for additional speed and ease of cleaning.
- Tapered adaptor fits the ProCurve squeegee/washer handle and also incorporates standard threads for other accessory tools.

**External Locking Device**

- Compression mechanism locks at any extended length.
- Coarse threads provide quick lock and unlock and prevent over-tightening.

1'-2' Pro-Curve Model #3102
3'-4' Pro-Curve Model #3104
4'-6' Pro-Curve Model #3106
5'-8' Pro-Curve Model #3108
6'-12' Pro-Curve Model #3112

**Extended Lengths/Compact Size**

- Three section poles offer the most versatility in length, allowing the user to collapse or extend the pole length more than when using only a two section pole.

5'-12' Pro-Curve Model #3412
7'-18' Pro-Curve Model #3618
9'-23' Pro-Curve Model #3824

---

**ProCurve System**

**Clean windows faster**

**PROCURVE TRAINING VIDEO**
Available on DVD, VHS & PAL. Call customer service to request a FREE copy.
1-800-821-3508.
NEW
Ergo-Curve™ Patented Ergonomic Window Cleaning Extension Pole

Better Shape for Better Performance
• ERGO-CURVE’s ergonomic tri-lobal handle, a slightly rounded triangular shape, is unique in the extension pole market.
• Naturally fits the user’s hand, making tasks easier and more comfortable with less fatigue.
• Causes less stress on hands and wrists.
• Exclusively from Mr. LongArm.
• Aluminum slider is anodized which prevents rust and provides a smoother extension.
• Curved design allows the user to accurately control the position of the tool for additional speed and ease of cleaning.
• Tapered adaptor fits the ProCurve squeegee/washer handle and also incorporates standard threads for other accessory tools.

Full-Length Grip
• The ERGO-CURVE features an exclusive soft rubber insert and fluted body running the full length of the handle.
• This unique combination ensures a non-slip grip for any hand position.

A Better Locking Mechanism
• ERGO-CURVE’s patent-pending bi-directional compression mechanism provides a secure lock at any extended length.
• No slipping, so no readjustment is needed.
• Requires only a fraction of a turn in either direction to lock and unlock.

2'-4' Ergo-Curve Model #7404
4'-8' Ergo-Curve Model #7408
6'-12' Ergo-Curve Model #7412
Pro-Curve®
Patented Ergonomic
Window Cleaning
Washers & Squeegees
• The patented Pro-Curve®
squeegee and washer handle
rotates smoothly on the specially
designed taper fitting of the Pro-
Curve® and Ergo-Curve®
extension poles.
• Pro-Curve® squeegees and
washers can also be used with
many traditional style extension
poles and most brands of
squeegee channels.

PRO-CURVE HANDLE
Pro-Curve Squeegee/
Washer Handle Only
Model #1025

SQUEEGEE HANDLES
& CHANNELS
Pro-Curve 12" Squeegee
Model #102512
Pro-Curve 18" Squeegee
Model #102518

WASHER HANDLES
& SLEEVES
Pro-Curve 14" Washer
Model #10514
Pro-Curve 18" Washer
Model #10518

Pro-Curve®
Cleaning Set
• 14" Pro-Curve window
washer with deluxe
wash sleeve.
• 12" Pro-Curve
squeegee with
stainless steel
channel and
premium
rubber
Pro-Curve
Cleaning Set
Model #1075

The ProCurve System also cleans bathroom
mirrors in a fraction of time it normally takes.
Pro-Design®
Window Cleaning
Extension Pole
Aluminum - Fluted
Fiberglass
• The aluminum slider and fiberglass handle combination ensures that extension poles are better balanced and more rigid when telescoped.
• Fluted round fiberglass handle provides a better grip.
• Aluminum slider is anodized which prevents rust and provides a smoother extension.
• Compression mechanism locks at any extended length.
• Coarse threads provide quick lock and unlock and prevent over-tightening.

Lightweight Two Section Sizes
• Nylar universal threaded end fits most standard threaded tools.
• Tapered adaptor fits the ProDesign squeegee/washer handle.

Pro-Design® Swivel Handle Cleaning Tools
• Taper fit patented handle swivels 180° for more control.
• Finger grip handle provides a comfortable non-slip grip.
• Spring release design allows the user to change blades quickly. Handle accepts most brands of squeegee channels.
• Quality stainless steel channels and premium rubber.
• Notched channels eliminate the need for end clips.

Extended Lengths/Compact Size
• Three section poles offer the most versatility in length, allowing the user to collapse or extend the pole length more than when using only a two section pole.
• Die cast metal universal threaded end with Lok-thread® fits most standard threaded tools.
• Tapered adaptor fits the ProDesign squeegee/washer handle.

PRO-DESIGN HANDLE
Pro-Design Squeegee/Washer Handle Only
Model #1000

WASHER HANDLES & SLEEVES
Pro-Design 14" Washer
Model #0514D
Pro-Design 18" Washer
Model #0518D

SQUEEGEE HANDLES & CHANNELS
12" Pro-Design Squeegee
Model #0812
18" Pro-Design Squeegee
Model #0818
Tapered Adaptors
• Converts acme threaded end into squeegee or yoke type fitting.
• Universal threads fit any standard threaded extension pole.
• Available in wood or plastic.
  Wooden Tapered Adaptor
  Model #0202B
  Plastic Tapered Adaptor
  Model #0203

Pro-Curve Adaptor Replacement
• Fits Pro-Curve and Ergo-Curve extension poles.
• Easily replaces an adaptor that becomes worn due to excessive use.
• Tapered adaptor fits the Pro-Curve squeegee/washer handle and also incorporates standard threads for other accessory tools.
  Plastic Pro-Curve Adaptor
  Model #1110B

Angle Adaptor
• Angle adaptor adjusts standard threaded tools to the proper angle when used with an extension pole.
• Universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded extension pole.
• Set and lock 13 different working positions.
  Angle Adaptor
  Model #0150

Brush & Tool Holder
• The brush and tool holder allows the user to attach a variety of non-threaded tools to an extension pole.
• Universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded extension pole.
• Set and lock 13 different working positions.
  Brush & Tool Holder
  Model #0650

Pro-Design Bucket
• 6 gallon rectangular bucket with handle is ideal for window cleaning. Made of sturdy non-toxic materials.
• Optional large and small tool clips.
• Optional caster set for easier use.
  Pro-Design Bucket
  Model #8750
  Bucket Lid
  Model #8754
  Set of 4 Casters
  Model #8751
  Set of 2 Small Clips
  Model #8752
  Set of 2 Large Clips
  Model #8753
  Pro-Design Bucket Combo
  Includes Bucket, Lid, Casters and Clips
  Model #8755

Stainless Steel Channel with Premium Rubber
• Quality stainless steel channels and premium rubber.
• Notched channels eliminate the need for end clips.
  12" Channel
  Model #1712
  18" Channel
  Model #1718

Wash Sleeve Support Bar
• Lightweight hollow support bar helps carry more cleaning solution.
  14" Wash Sleeve Support Bar
  Model #0314
  18" Wash Sleeve Support Bar
  Model #0318

Deluxe Wash Sleeve
• High water retention fabric carries more cleaning solution.
• Reinforced ends for long life.
  14" Deluxe Wash Sleeve
  Model #0714
  18" Deluxe Wash Sleeve
  Model #0718

Premium Rubber Refills
• High quality premium rubber replacements precut to standard lengths.
  12" Premium Rubber Refill
  Model #1312
  18" Premium Rubber Refill
  Model #1318

Window Scraper
• 4" scraper with taper fit handle attaches to an extension pole.
• 4" blade replacement pack includes 10 blades.
  Window Scraper
  Model #1604
  10-Pack Single Edge Replacement Blades
  Model #1605
Window Cleaning Kit

The Patented Pro-Curve® System & Traditional Window Cleaning System in One Easy to Carry Kit

- Featuring both traditional window cleaning tools plus the patented Pro-Curve® system for cleaning windows more efficiently.

- Easily convert from a traditional straight extension pole to the Pro-Curve extension pole. Simply remove the straight extension tube and insert the Pro-Curve extension tube into the handle and you’re ready to use the Pro-Curve® system.

- The Pro-Curve® Window Cleaning System has distinct advantages over the traditional method of cleaning windows. With the Pro-Curve® System you can clean windows from top to bottom without removing the squeegee handle from the extension pole.

- Canvas bag with shoulder straps and zippered pocket included.

**MODEL #1007 CONTAINS:**

- 1 section 4’ (1.2 m) Composite Fiberglass Handle reaches 4’-8’ (1.2 m-2.4 m) when assembled with extension tube. Use with straight extension tube or “ProCurve®” extension tube. Not sold separately.

- 4’ (1.2 m) “Straight” Aluminum Extension Tube with cone adaptor end. Sold with handle as Model #32081.

- 4’ (1.2 m) “ProCurve®” Extension Tube with ProCurve® taper fitting. Sold with handle as Model #3108.

- Two “ProCurve®” Window Washer/Squeegee Handles-Model #1025.

- Sörbo 3x4 Channels with Premium Sörbo 3x4 Squeegee Rubber 6” (15 cm)-12” (30 cm)-18” (45 cm). Not sold separately.

- 14” (35 cm) Wash Bar-Model #0314. Deluxe Wash Sleeve-Model #0714.

- ProDesign Squeegee Handle-Model #1000.

- 12” Stainless Steel Squeegee with Premium Rubber-Model #1712.

- 36” (90 cm) Premium Rubber Replacement-Model #1336.

- Microfiber Glass Cleaning Cloth-Model #0735.

- Scraper-Model #1604. 10 Replacement Blades-Model #1605.

- “ProCurve®” window cleaning video DVD and instructions.

**MODEL #10073 CONTAINS:**

- 2 section 8’ (2.4 m) Composite Fiberglass Handle reaches 4’-12’ (1.2 m-3.6 m) when assembled with extension tube. Use with straight extension tube or “ProCurve®” extension tube. Not sold separately.

- Easily wash windows of all sizes and shapes including solariums and atriums. The Pro-Curve allows the user to reach around any obstructions, such as, flowers, shrubs, statuary, etc. Ergonomic design reduces fatigue so you clean faster and get more done.

- 4’ Professional Window Cleaning Kit (Shown) Model #1007

- 4’ Professional Window Cleaning Kit Model #10073

**Now comes with Sörbo® 3x4 Channels & Premium Sörbo® 3x4 Squeegee Rubber!**
Bug Squeegee
• 8" scrubber sponge on one side, flip over for squeegee on the other side.
• Scrubber sponge removes even the toughest dirt.
• Universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded extension pole.

Bug Squeegee Combo
• 8" scrubber sponge on one side, flip over for squeegee on the other side.
• Scrubber sponge removes even the toughest dirt.
• Complete with 3'-6' Twist-Lok extension pole.

12" ProDesign Squeegee
• ProDesign spring release swivel handle with finger grips.
• 12" stainless steel squeegee channel with premium rubber.
• Requires #0203 tapered adaptor to use with threaded extension poles.

12" ProCurve Squeegee
• Patented ProCurve handle.
• 12" stainless steel squeegee channel with premium rubber.
• Rotates freely on the tapered adaptor of ProCurve extension poles for faster cleaning.
• Requires #0203 tapered adaptor to use with threaded extension poles.

14" Professional Window Scrubber
• Patented ProCurve handle with 14" deluxe wash sleeve and wash bar.
• Rotates freely on the tapered adaptor of ProCurve extension poles for faster cleaning.
• Requires #0203 tapered adaptor to use with threaded extension poles.

36" Replacement Rubber
• High quality premium rubber.
• 36" length rubber, cuts to desired length.

Retail Window Cleaning Products
Lightweight Floor Squeegee
• 18” floor squeegee of tough plastic with rubber blade.
• Universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded utility handle.
18” Lightweight Floor Squeegee
Model #0268

Heavy Duty Floor Squeegee
• 16 gauge plated steel with a polycarbonate universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded utility handle.
• 7/32” x 2” black Buna bend rubber is non-marking and resistant to most animal and vegetable products, by-products and chemicals.
• Flip the frame over to use as a light scraper.
24” Heavy Duty Floor Squeegee
Model #0260
36” Heavy Duty Floor Squeegee
Model #0262

Curved Heavy Duty Floor Squeegee
• 16 gauge plated steel with a polycarbonate universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded utility handle.
• 7/32” x 2” black Buna bend rubber is non-marking and resistant to most animal and vegetable products, by-products and chemicals.
• Flip the frame over to use as a light scraper.
24” Heavy Duty Curved Floor Squeegee
Model #0261
36” Heavy Duty Curved Floor Squeegee
Model #0263

Letter Changers
• Choose from single or double cup styles.
• 3.5” cup diameter cups.
• Universal threaded handle fits any standard threaded extension poles.
Single Cup Bulb Changer
Model #0700
Double Cup Bulb Changer
Model #0800